
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The bankers, from _______, by his system of playing, he had extracted
one hundred and fifty thousand francs, looked at him with curiosity.
1. whom

Every one _______ purchased expected to pay.2. who

They are reached by squalid staircases, a maze in which those to _______
the place is unfamiliar inevitably lose themselves.
3. whom

Women can only use it with those _______ worship them.4. who

It was I _______ sent the ship of silk to you and Arthur.5. who

None of us shared it-none of us, _______ had brought her down to this.6. who

The dancer _______ leads off the ball.7. who

I prayed the merchant _______ owned the nest to which I had been carried
(for every merchant had his own) to take as many for his share as he pleased.
8. who

Little Jon, from _______ it had been kept, was inconsolable for an
afternoon.
9. whom

It was Elinor _______ rushed to the defense.10. who

Temple received with sufficient kindness the nephew of his father's friend,
with _______ he was, when they conversed together, so much pleased, that
he detained him two years in his house.

11.
whom

He remembers the death of his son, _______ fell in the days of his youth.12. who

He was one of those to _______ it is so painful to hurt another, that they
never touch a wounded soul unless to heal it, divining the seat of even the
most hidden pain.

13. whom

Besides, if he produced the witness _______ had secretly given him the
information, he should be self-condemned, for he could not conceal that he
had been aware of the circumstance before the trial.

14. who
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The fortifications and garrisons of the cities were strengthened; and the
troops, among _______ a sense of order and discipline was revived, were
insensibly emboldened by the confidence of their own safety.

15.
whom

She, _______ knew so little of life, and had touched only the fringe of
love, was yet aware by instinct that words have as little relation to fact and
feeling as coin to the bread it buys.

16. who

And the mother, _______ did not trouble to conceal her wishes, turned at
once to the wall.
17. who

You will not care to see any one _______ treated your mother in this
way?
18. who

The gentleness and affability of manners, which his temper suggested
and his situation imposed, insensibly engaged the affections of the strangers,
as well as citizens, with _______ he conversed.

19.

whom

She thought of the massive strong woman _______ knew and feared him.20. who
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